Posting articles already published in scientific journals, in repositories, on own website and in academic networks

The author or publishing agreement settles which exploitation rights the authors of an article assign to the publisher and which of these remain with them. In its open access policy, the MHH recommends not to give exclusive rights of use to the publisher. A simple right to use the open-access publication (second publication) of the publication should remain permanently with the authors. This can be achieved, for example, by deleting certain wording in the contracts or by a so-called author’s addendum attached to the contract.

Before posting items in repositories, on your own website and in academic networks, it should be checked against the author’s contract to see if the second release of the article is allowed. It is important to pay attention to where the article could be transferred to, which version of the article may be published and whether an embargo (time limit) must be respected. Many journals now allow the setting of the publication in a professional or institutional repository or on their own website, but not in academic networks such as Research Gate or in illegal „shadow libraries” such as Sci-Hub. In addition, the authors’ agreement determines which version of the article may be published: publishing PDF (accepted version in the publisher’s layout), post print (accepted manuscript version with changes from the peer review process) or preprint (submitted manuscript before the peer review process). Often the articles may only be published in duplicate after an embargo of 12 to 24 months after the first publication by the publisher.

The SHERPA / RoMEO database and the copyright guidelines on the respective publisher’s homepage provide general information on publishers’ provisions. Decisive, however, is always the author’s contract, which may well deviate from the general instructions.

Open Access published articles generally appear under a free licence (usually a Creative Commons licence) and may then be used under the terms of that licence. Presumably, the licences allow the posting of the articles, but this also has to be checked in the individual case on the basis of the licence.

According to § 38 (4) UrhG (German Copyright Act), the authors of a contribution that arose within the framework of at least 50% publicly funded research activities are legally entitled to publish a second time. Accordingly, the contribution may be made publicly available in the accepted manuscript version after twelve months from the date of its first publication (in a medium appearing at least twice a year), provided that this serves no commercial purpose. The source of the first publication (usually the publisher’s version) must be indicated.

There are contradictory interpretations as to whether research funded by the annual budget for universities is part of publicly funded research. The secondary publication right can be used if at least half of the research has been supported by third-party funds from public sources. The secondary publication right applies only for sure to publishers with a registered office in Germany or if the contract is governed by German law.
Use of so-called „shadow libraries“

So-called „shadow libraries“ such as Sci-Hub illegally make licensed magazine articles available to the public. Posting MHH library licenced journal articles to shadow libraries is a copyright infringement and may have legal consequences. These imply claims for damages by the right holder, including significant costs for lawyers. Even criminal consequences such as monetary penalties or prison sentences are imminent. The use of the works made available through the shadow libraries is illegal and may have civil and criminal consequences.
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